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1.- Introduction
1.1.- SMOOTH: background and objectives
The development of the SMOOTH platform relies on advance technology which allows the
automation of the compliance assessment process for MENTs. The operational objective for WP6
is the generation of the compliance report. The SMOOTH platform will deliver a Compliance Report
indicating the aspects of the GDPR for which the MENTs were found compliant and the aspects for
which incompliance were noticed.
To deliver this report, the platform will leverage two sets of input:
1) the results of the automated GDPR compliance tests developed (combined technologies
in machine learning, text mining, data mining and web and mobile apps resulted from WP3,
WP4, WP5), and
2) context information of the MENT under analysis. This info is collected from a
questionnaire that the MENT personnel must fill during the registration process in the
SMOOTH platform. This questionnaire collects information about the type of business of
the MENT, the type of data the MENT collects from its customers and providers, the process
to obtain consent from the MENT’s customers and providers (if any), the data protection
processes in place (if any), etc. The context information together with the privacy
protection forms used by the company are checked against the findings of the conducted
tests to identify inconsistent and/or missing information.
For the failing aspects, the Compliance Report will provide specific feedback on how the MENT
should proceed to remedy them in order to avoid potential fines. Such feedback may be:





example of informative legal forms to communicate customers’ rights for the specific
business type of the MENT;
mismatch between the stored data and the data for which the users have provided consent
and possible actions to correct it (e.g., removal from the data repository of any piece of
personal data not included in the consent);
recommendations on the personal data to be requested based on the type of business of
the MENT, following the data minimization principle, etc.

Moreover, the compliance report will facilitate the appropriate national DPA’s contacts that may
assist the MENT personnel to solve specific points that may not be covered in the Compliance
Report.

Figure 1 General Smooth Platform Workflow

The diagram above details the workflow. Each module receives the information needed for its
specific purpose and processes it. The output of the different modules is integrated and analysed
together in the backend of the SMOOTH platform (PLAT, WP6), to generate the compliance report
associated with the MEnts under analysis.
In Section 2.5 Application Architecture the detailed components of this diagram are displayed.
The purpose of this document is to present in detail the platform that the SMOOTH project will
deliver, explaining each of its components, its operational structure, the inputs and outputs that it
will produce and how its components are interconnected. It also describes the technologies that
will be used in the development phase.
The frontend shows the mock-up of the interface through which the user will interact and how will
be the workflow of the processing activities that will be developed until achieving the final phase
of the process, once the compliance report will be delivered.

2.- SMOOTH platform design (Front-end & back-end)
2.1.- System Goals and Objectives
The main goal of D6.1 is to present the general design of Smooth Cloud Platform. It is responsible
of integrating the different Smooth tools that will conform the backend ecosystem. In addition,
Smooth Platform will provide a user-friendly front-end interface that will allow Micro Enterprises
to interact with the platform. The users will be asked to fill in a questionnaire and to upload the
files to be analysed. Once all the information is analysed, the platform will provide the compliance
report to be downloaded by the MEnts.
2.2.- Proposed System
The Smooth cloud platform will be based in a modular and distributed backend architecture based
on micro-services. This system will consist of different independent and decoupled modules and a
unique API Gateway which will expose a list of public end-points and that will allow the
communication with the entire platform.
The frontend user’s interface will be built using React.js which is a very simple and lightweight
JavaScript library that only deals with the view layer. We will also use Ant Design for designing of
the Smooth interface. A i18n (internationalization) react-library will be added to the front-end
project in order to allow an easy language customization.

2.3.- High Level Architecture

Figure 2 High-level architecture of Smooth Cloud Platform

The diagram above shows the high-level architecture of Smooth Cloud Platform. It consists in small,
independent, decoupled and individually deployable services performing different operations.
Section 2.5 will describe each the business domain components.
The state diagram below describes the logical sequence of operations and interactions between
client-server and between the different modules conforming the ecosystem services in the
backend:

Figure 3 Logical sequence of interactions between the different Smooth components

The basic workflow can be described as follows:
1)

Micro Enterprises will access to Smooth Cloud Platform through the React client and will create
an account (register process). At this point, MENTs will have to provide an anonymous user
name, password and email. Such email will be used to inform users as soon as the compliant
report is generated.

2)

MENTs will access to the platform with the credentials previously created during the
registration process.

3)

Once the user is authenticated, the platform will provide an entry questionnaire which will be
displayed throughout the front-end interface. A questionnaire Service will be responsible for
managing questionnaire business. It will generate the dynamic questions, store user answers
and retrieve questionnaire states.

4)

The user interface will allow MENTs to upload different types of files (database export dumps,
legal documents...). The data provided may be quite heterogeneous, therefore different file
formats should be considered in the uploading process (.doc, .pdf, .xlsx, .csv ...). From the point
of view of the platform, this uploading process will be carried out through the API Gateway
which, as the diagram indicates, will divide the incoming request into two parts.

(1) The first one will persist the uploaded file in a common storage (Google Cloud
Storage). Note that these files may contain personal data and should be deleted
as soon as they are processed by the concerned module.
(2) Once the previous step is done, the Result Workflow Service will receive the
location of the uploaded file. This service will be responsible of dealing with the
asynchronous communication between the platform and the different Smooth
tools, providing them all required data (some of the data will be collected from
the questionnaire). Then, if SmooData tool also needs the information coming
from the Entry Questionnaire in addition to the incoming file location, this
service will collect all the answers needed before sending them to SmooData
module.
5)

Upload database action (e.g. database dump file) follows the same process described in step
4.

6)

The Website URL information will be collected through the Entry Questionnaire and redirected
following the same workflow described in step 4. In this case, the data doesn’t need to be
saved and can be directly sent to Smoline-Advertising and Smoline-WebSite.

7)

The Compliance Report will be generated and sent to front-end from Result Workflow Service
where all the information coming from the different modules will be processed and saved
properly. Note that this service will implement a rule engine responsible for processing facts
(all data provided by the different Smooth module and MENT entry questionnaire), combining
them following a set of rules and generating the GDPR compliance report.

2.4.- Technology architecture for the module
The main backend services will be built using Spring Boot, Spring Security along with JWT
authentication and MySQL as database storage. The front-end application will be implemented
using React.js which is a declarative, efficient and flexible JavaScript library. It allows to compose
complex User Interfaces from small pieces of code called “components”. The combination of these
components will implement the dynamic questionnaire form (users get new questions depending
on previous answers). In addition, in order to improve user experience, we will also use Ant Design
which is a React UI library and provides many easy-to-use components that are useful for building
elegant front-ends.
Smooth platform must generate a compliance report based on a list of GDPR legal requirements.
Thus, a Business Rule Management System (BRMS) will be used in order to provide a rule engine
solution and centralize this legal business logic.

Figure 4 Rule engine scheme

The figure above shows the general rule engine scheme. For this purpose, it is a good option to use
an existing Java library (with easy integration with Spring Framework) and separate this complex
business logic from the source code. Drools, for example, is a Business Rules Management System
that implements JSR94 standard known as Java Rule API Engine. As it is shown in the previous
image, our rule engine will need as inputs a set of rules (legal requirements) written in Drools Rule
language in a .drl file or, alternatively, described in a Decision Table. These rules will follow a WhenThen construct and will require the data collected from the entry questionnaire and smooth
modules to check the rule conditions and trigger the actions listed in Then section.
The table below summarizes the set of rules (condition-action) used to generate the compliance
report from entry questionnaire answers and data provided by Smooth modules:
Conditions

Actions

Processing Customer Personal Data
The compliance report will mention some attention
2.1.1 == E
points concerning video surveillance
The compliance report will mention that the MENT
2.1.1 != Type of personal data collected from
is collecting more types of personal data than it
customers (WP4)
informs
(2.1.2 == A || 2.1.2 ==B) && WP3 check
If this is not the case, the compliance report will
whether the privacy policies include all the
indicate what information is missing.
information necessary under art. 13 GDPR.
2.1.2 == C && WP3 check whether the
If this is not the case, the compliance report will
privacy policies include all the information indicate what information is missing.
necessary under art. 14 GDPR.
The compliance report should mention that where
2.1.3 == A
MENTs process personal data on the basis of

'contract', they are only allowed to process data
that are necessary for the contract's performance.
The compliance report will mention that the
2.1.3 != Analysis of MENTs privacy policies
platform has detected some extra purpose of
(WP3)
processing.
The compliance report should not that companies
should be able to prove when, how and on what
2.1.3.1 == A
exactly consent was given by the (potential)
customer.
The compliance report should mention that when
MENTs process sensitive data on the basis of
2.1.3.1 == A && ( 2.1.1 == D || 2.1.1 == F)
consent, they obtain explicit consent before the
start of processing.
The compliance report should stress the
2.1.3.1 == B
importance of the right to object to the processing
The compliance report should alert the MENT:
2.1.3.1.1 == B
consent should always be informed. The
information that should be provided, will be listed.
The compliance report should inform whether the
2.1.3.1.1.1 == B && consent is asked as part
information on consent figures prominently in the
of a written document that also concerns
document and is separate from information
other matters (e.g. contract, terms and
relating to other matters (e.g. conditions for
conditions)(WP3)
returning a product, liability).
The compliance report should mention that even
though the GDPR does not require the provision of
information in writing, it is better to do so with
2.1.3.1.1.1 == C || 2.1.3.1.1.1 == D
regard to the accountability requirements in the
GDPR (e.g. MENTs will have to be able to prove
that, how and when consent was obtained).
B2.1.3.1.2 && Use of pre-ticked boxes or any If the condition is not met, the report should
other form of pre-filled consent, or do
mention that platform has detected an option
(potential) customers give consent through different than what the MENT said.
an affirmative action (opt-in)(WP3)
If A but the WP3 assessment shows this is not the
case, the MENT will be made aware of this
inconsistency within the compliance report and
2.1.3.1.4 == A && WP3check
information will be provided on the necessity of the
right to withdraw or refuse consent. Also, the
obligatory absence of negative consequences will
be explained.
Information will be provided on the necessity of the
right to withdraw or refuse consent. Also, the
2.1.3.1.4 == A
obligatory absence of negative consequences will
be explained.

The compliance report should provide the
2.1.3.1.5 == A || 2.1.3.1.5 == B
minimum age for consent to information society
services in that particular country.
This should not be mentioned in the compliance
2.1.3.1.5 == C
report.
The compliance report should mention that for
2.1.4 == Yes
sharing data with third parties, a legal ground
needs to be present.
Processing Employee Personal Data
The compliance report should mention that if
(potential) employees' data is received from an
3.1 == A
employment agency, the micro-enterprise should
mention this in its privacy policy.
The compliance report will mention that the MENT
3.1.1 != WP4 check
is collecting more types of personal data than it
informs
The compliance report will mention some attention
3.1.1 == E
points concerning video surveillance.
(3.1.2 == A || 3.1.2 ==B) && WP3 check
If this is not the case, the compliance report will
whether the privacy policies include all the
indicate what information is missing.
information necessary under art. 13 GDPR.
3.1.2 == C && WP3 check whether the
If this is not the case, the compliance report will
privacy policies include all the information indicate what information is missing.
necessary under art. 14 GDPR.
The compliance report should mention that where
MENTs process personal data on the basis of
3.1.3 == A
'contract', they are only allowed to process dta that
are necessary for the contract's performance.
The compliance report should mention that when
MENTs process sensitive data on the basis of
3.1.3.1 == A && ( 3.1.1 == D || 3.1.1 == F)
consent, they obtain explicit consent before the
start of processing.
The compliance report should stress the
3.1.3.1 == B
importance of the right to object to the processing
The compliance report should mention that for
3.1.4 == Yes
sharing data with third parties, a legal ground
needs to be present.
Processing supplier Personal Data
The compliance report will mention that the MENT
4.1.1 != WP4 check
is collecting more types of personal data than it
informs
The compliance report will mention some attention
4.1.1 ==E
points concerning video surveillance.
The compliance report should mention that where
4.1.2 == A
MENTs process personal data on the basis of

'contract', they are only allowed to process dta that
are necessary for the contract's performance.
The compliance report should mention that when
MENTs process sensitive data on the basis of
4.1.2.1 == A && ( 3.1.1 == D || 3.1.1 == F)
consent, they obtain explicit consent before the
start of processing.
The compliance report should stress the
4.1.2.1 == D
importance of the right to object to the processing.
The compliance report should mention that for
4.1.3 == Yes
sharing data with third parties, a legal ground
needs to be present.
Website and Mobile App
The compliance report will mention that the
(5.1.4.2 != WP3 check) || (5.1.4.2!= WP5
information in the cookie notice does not
check)
correspond with the types of cookies used on the
MENTs websites.
The compliance report should alert when cookies
5.1.4.3 != WP5 check
subject to consent are being used without asking
consent.
The compliance report should alert when cookies
5.1.4.4 != WP5 check
are classified as non-necessary and inform about
the possibility of refuse
Lawful, Fair and Transparent Processing
If this condition is not met, compliance report must
6.1 == A && WP3 check
alert that legal bases are not mentioned separately
in the privacy policy or consent form.
The compliance report could mention the
6.1 == B
necessity of identifying and documenting separate
legal bases for every processing activity.
The compliance report must alert that sensitive
6.2 != WP4 check
data is being processed
The compliance report should show sections on the
(6.2 == A || 6.2 == B) && WP4 does not find necessity of a specific legal basis under article 9.2
sensitive data
GDPR, the need to check national law and the need
to implement very strong security.
If this condition is not met, compliance report must
mention that any mention of sensitive data
6.2.1 == A && WP4 check
processing implies the presence of an explicit
statement for consent.
The compliance report can provide a template or
example of a good privacy policy and should stress
6.3 == B
that privacy policies should be easily accessible and
drafted in a concise and intelligible language and
what this means exactly.

6.3.1 (Privacy Policy document) && WP3
The compliance report will show if all the necessary
analysis
information is present in the privacy policy.
Purpose of Processing
The compliance report will inform whether (details
7.1 == A && WP3 check
of) the processing purposes are included in the
privacy policy and the informed consent forms.
The compliance report should explain the
7.2
importance of the compatibility of purposes.
Data minimization
The compliance report should mention that this is
8.2 == B
a necessary practice to comply with the data
minimisation principle.
Data accuracy
Regardless of the answer, the compliance report
should mention that it is very important that the
MENT takes every reasonable step to ensure that
9.1
inaccurate personal data, having regard to the
purposes for which they are processed, are erased
or rectified without delay.
Storage Limitation
The compliance report could give an example of a
10.1
retention policy.
ICT Security
For 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 11.5, 11.6, 11.7, 11.8, The more positive answers (A) to these questions,
11.8.1
the more an indication of a good security policy.
Count(A Options)
Data Subjects Rights
The compliance report should stress that it is
12.1 == G || (12.1 != [A,B,C,D,E,F])
important that companies are able to grant all
these rights.
Other GDPR Requirements
13.2 == B
The compliance report could include a template.
If all options are not present, the compliance report
must inform about all the information that the
13.2.1 != [A,B,C,D,E,F]
company must record in the register of processing
activities.
The compliance report should stress when you
have to report a data breach to the authorities
13.4 == B
and/or the concerned individuals.
Table 1 Set of rules used to generate the compliance report

All services will be run and deployed using Docker containers. This will allow to create an all-in-one
package of the developed application with all its dependencies and will make easier its deployment.

Full Smooth Platform will be deployed on Google Cloud Platform. In addition, the files uploaded by
the MENT’s will be saved temporally in Google Cloud Storage when necessary.

2.5.- Application architecture
Diagra
m ID
1

Application
Component
API Gateway

Description
(Business Process Supported, Purpose of Component)
The API gateway is the entry point for clients. Clients don't call
services directly. Instead, they call the API gateway, which
forwards the call to the appropriate services on the backend.
The API gateway might aggregate the responses from several
services and return the aggregated response. The advantages
of using an API gateway include:
- It decouples clients from services. Services can be versioned
or refactored without needing to update all the clients.

2

- The API Gateway can perform other cross-cutting functions
such as authentication, logging, SSL termination, and load
balancing.
Authentication/
Service for the authentication and authorization process
Authorization Service (Spring Security along with JWT authentication). This service
provides the APIs to let users register, login and access to their
own resources in Smooth Platform.

3

Questionnaire
Service

Spring boot application responsible for managing questionnaire
business. It will generate the dynamic questions, store user
answers and retrieve questionnaire states.

4

Result Workflow
Service

5

Mail Service

This service is responsible for the asynchronous communication
workflow between the different smooth modules. It will
provide the needed incoming data (not only those data coming
from user interface but also other generated results) for
different modules.
Spring Boot service configured for sending emails.

6

SmooText

The goal of SMOOTEXT is to design and develop algorithms that
allow the (semi-) automatic processing of textual documents
necessary of an assessment of the GPDR-readiness of a
microenterprise. Those documents must cover the following
information:




7

Smoodata

privacy policies
cookie policies
consent forms

Smooth tool for analysing data repositories

Diagra
m ID
8

Application
Description
Component
(Business Process Supported, Purpose of Component)
Smonline-Advertising Smooth tool for analysing websites. It is responsible for
detecting programmatic advertising in websites and analysing
the information used to drive it.

9

Smonline-Website

Smooth tool for analysing websites. It extracts the third-party
domains and cookies that are present in a given website.

10

Smonline-MobileApp

Smooth tool for analysing mobiles apps. The main goal is
performing a regulatory compliance analysis of mobiles
applications in the scope of the GDPR.

Table 2 Application component descriptions

2.6.- Platform integration: Interfaces to other modules or external Systems
Communications between micro-services and between frontend-backend will be done using HTTP
- Hypertext Transfer Protocol. This is a standard, synchronous (client request - server response) and
stateless protocol, it means that one service will send a request and will wait for a response from
another service (this response could be a requested resource/s or a simple acknowledgement
message). These communications will be performed using a REST architectural style. Thus, frontend
or one of the different services that are part of Smooth Platform will generate HTTP to send and
receive data. JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) will be the open-standard file format use for
exchanging data in request body.
By using this protocol, the React client can communicate asynchronously with the backend services
following the AJAX technique (acronym that stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), which
allows to update a small portion of content asynchronously without reloading the entire web client.
It is noteworthy that requests between browsers (front-end) and platform (backend) will be always
encrypted using the protocol SSL/TLS.
All Smooth tools must communicate with Result Workflow Service described in previous sections.
It will expose an end-point in its API for retrieving all the generated results and the answers of some
of questions defined in the entry questionnaire form. In addition, this service will be responsible
for managing the platform workflow sending all required data to the different Smooth modules and
retrieving all the information to generate later the MENT compliant reports.

2.7.- Security and privacy architecture: Methods to safeguard data.
Smooth platform provides convenient frontend mechanisms to access and manipulate resources
stored in the backend. Among these resources we can find sensitive data such as user credentials
or user emails. Furthermore, MENTs can upload files which very likely include sensitive customers
and providers’ information. That is the main reason why it is important that the design of the clientserver architecture ensures the integrity and confidentiality of the communications (especially
between frontend-backend) and the privacy of the stored personal data.

Smooth platform will implement both User Authentication and Authorization processes. Thus, the
authentication process will confirm the identity of the user trying to connect to the system and the
authorization process will verify if the connected user is authorized to perform an action or get
certain requested data. MENTs will have to be properly registered and will need to introduce the
correct credentials to access to the platform and get their own generated data (such as answered
questionnaires and compliance report). Spring Security will be the component responsible for
implementing JWT (JSON Web Token) authentication and role-based authorization.
All the communications between client-server will be properly encrypted (HTTPS protocol) in order
to ensure the integrity and the confidentiality of the messages and to protect against eavesdropping
and man-in-the-middle attacks. HTTPS requests typically use one of two secure protocols to encrypt
communications - SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) or TLS (Transport Layer Security). Both the TLS and SSL
protocols use an 'asymmetric' Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) system. An asymmetric system uses
two 'keys' to encrypt communications, a 'public' key and a 'private' key. Anything encrypted with
the public key can only be decrypted by the private key and vice-versa.
All the collected and stored sensitive data (such as email or company names) will be encrypted.
Data encryption and decryption is a common technique for secured data. For this purpose, we will
use AES Encrypt and AES Decrypt functions. These functions use the official AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) algorithm & encode data with a 256-bit key length.
It is noteworthy that passwords will be stored securely in the database. Therefore, hash function
will be used in combination with “salts” and “pepper” constants in order to store equivalent
password hash instead of plain password text.
Hosting SMOOTH platform
LSTech is providing the cloud infrastructure that will host the development and integrated version
of the SMOOTH platform. The infrastructure will be hosted in Google Cloud and thus it will have all
the related security and privacy assurances as can be overviewed here
https://cloud.google.com/security/overview/
Furthermore, to ensure the security and privacy requirements of the SMOOTH platform LSTech
will perform the following tasks.
Servers
All the servers will be hosted in EU countries and no data will be transferred to other countries
outside EU.
Backups
Backups will be taken periodically and a restoration process will be described in case of a failure.
Secure access – resource based access
The platform will be accessible only through one secure point using SSH and HTTPS protocols.
The development environment will be accessible only to specific people related to the technical
WPs and their applications.
Monitoring

We will be daily monitoring the infrastructure to identify possible inconsistencies, conflicts or
security issues based on system, application and access logs. Investigations will take place in every
case to quickly address any issue.

Support
LSTech will provide support to the developers of the platform, the access and usage of the resources
and the related communication channels. A response time of no more than 48 hours will follow any
reported incident.

2.8.- Data warehouse information model
User Table: Table for storing user information
Column Name

Description

ment_id

Internal user identifier used to identify the MENT under analysis within
the platform.

username

Name of user

email

Email of the user

created_at

Creation time stamp

updated_at

Last update time stamp

salt

Random data used to calculate the hashed password

password

Hashed password
Table 3 User table description

Role Table: Table for storing roles information
Column Name

Description

role_id

Internal unique role identifier

name

Role Name [ADMIN, USER]
Table 4 Role table description

User Role Table: Table for storing the relation User(MENT)-Role
Column Name

Description

ment_id

Internal unique role identifier

role_id

Role Name [ADMIN, USER]
Table 5 User Roles table description

Uploaded File Table: Table for storing a list of uploaded files (does not store the file itself)
Column Name

Description

file_id

Internal unique role identifier

ment_id

Internal user identifier

file_name

Name of the file

file_type

Type of the uploaded document (database, apk, privacy policies, cookie
policies, consent forms)
Table 6 Uploaded Files table description

Answered Questionnaire Table: Table for storing the answers for the entry questionnaire
Column Name

Description

id

Internal unique identifier

ment_id

Internal user identifier

answered_questionnaire

Json answered questionnaire (Mysql version >= 5.7.8)

Table 7 Answered Questionnaires table description
Note: MySQL version 5.7.8 introduces a JSON data type. This will simplify the design of the database

Smooth Results Table: Table for storing the results of the different modules
Column Name

Description

id

Internal unique identifier

ment_id

Internal user identifier

smootext_result

JSON SmooText result

smoodata_result

JSON SmooData result

smoline_advertising_result

JSON Smonline-Advertising result

smoline_website_result

JSON Smonline-Website result

smoline_mobileapp_result

JSON Smonline-MobileApp result
Table 8 Smooth Results table description

Compliance Report Table: Table for storing the compliance reports
Column Name

Description

report_id

Internal unique identifier

ment_id

Internal user identifier

report_path

Path where the report is stored internally

created_at

Creation time stamp

updated_at

Last update time stamp
Table 9 Compliance Report table description

3.- SMOOTH Platform Features and functionality
3.1.- System features
The platform will provide an intuitive, user-friendly and multi-language front-end allowing MENTs
to register into the Smooth system and provide all the required information for the delivery of the
compliance report.
Once a MENT is registered in Smooth platform it will be able to access to the system using its own
credentials and fill in the Entry Questionnaire.
For the process of uploading files, Smooth platform will provide two different data ingestion
methods as shown in the following image:

Figure 5 Data ingestion methods

On one hand, those MENTs using xls or csv file formats for storing customers’ data just will need to
use the drag and drop component provided by the user interface. This component will be
responsible for sending files to the Smooth Platform. On the other hand, MENTs using relational
databases will have to add an extra step for generating the file that finally will be uploaded to the
server: download a local connector (plugin) from the React client. This plugin will connect locally to
the database and will generate a file (or a set of files) with information about the MEnt’s database
concerned. Once the connector generates the summary files, they will be uploaded using the dragand-drop component.
In addition, Smooth platform will generate a compliance report based on a list of legal requirements
defined in Deliverable 2.1 Requirements definition. A Business Rule Management System (BRMS)
will be used in order to provide a rule engine solution to check compliance with the GDPR. It will be
composed of a set of rules extracted from the legal requirements and will follow the pattern “when
some conditions occur - then action is launched”. The entry-questionnaire and the results
generated by the different Smooth modules will provide the required data to check the rules
conditions. The following table shows the connection between the legal requirements and the
origin of the data used for meeting the compliance report:
Req. name
MENT-LR1

Legislation
GDPR, Arts. 5(1)(a), 6
and 7

Source/module
Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR2

GDPR, Arts. 2(11) and 7 Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR3

GDPR, Arts. 2(11) and 7 Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR4

GDPR, Arts. 2(11) and 7 Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR5

GDPR, Arts. 2(11) and 7 WP3

MENT-LR6

GDPR, Art. 8

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR7

GDPR, Art. 9(2)(a)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3/WP4

MENT-LR8

GDPR, Art. 7(1)

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR9

GDPR, Art. 7(3)

WP3

MENT-LR10

GDPR, Art. 6(1)(b)

WP4

MENT-LR11

GDPR, Art. 6(1)(f)

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR12

GDPR, Art. 21(1)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

Description
MEnts must have an appropriate legal basis for each
processing operation.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, processing can only start following a clear
affirmative act of the individual concerned.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, consent is freely given (no power imbalance, no
bundling consent, no detriment for the data subject).
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, consent is requested for a specific purpose. If
processing serves multiple purposes, MEnts give the
option to consent separately to the different purposes.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, consent is informed.
Where MEnts offer information society services directly
to children, they ask for parental consent for the
processing of personal data of children below the age of
16 or other age established under Member States national
law.
Where MEnts process sensitive data on the basis of
consent, they obtain explicit consent before the start of
processing.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, they keep records of consent.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
consent, there is a process allowing individuals to
withdraw their consent.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
‘contract’, they only process data that are necessary for
the contract’s performance/execution.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
legitimate interests, they conduct a LIA demonstrating
that the rights of data subjects are not overridden before
the start of processing.
Where MEnts process personal data on the basis of
legitimate interests, there is a process allowing individuals
to object to the processing.

MENT-LR13

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(a)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR14

GDPR, Arts. 5(1)(a), 12Entry Questionnaire/WP3
14

MENT-LR15

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(b)

Entry Questionnaire

MENT- LR16

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(b)

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR17

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(c)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3/WP4

MENT-LR18

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(d)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR19

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(e)

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR20

GDPR, Art. 5(1)(f)

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR21

GDPR, Art. 12

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR22

GDPR, Arts. 13 & 14

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR23

GDPR, Art. 15

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR24

GDPR, Art. 16

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR25

GDPR, Art. 17

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MENT-LR26

GDPR, Art. 18

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR27

GDPR, Art. 20

Entry Questionnaire

MENT- LR28

GDPR, Art. 21

Entry Questionnaire/WP3

MEnts’ processing operations match: i) the reasonable
expectations of data subjects; ii) what the MEnt declares
to be processing in its informative documents (consent
forms, privacy notices)
MEnts comply with the transparency obligations under
the GDPR
MEnts define the (sufficiently specified, explicit and
legitimate) purposes before they start their processing
operations
MEnts do not further process the personal data for new
purposes they define over time. Only compatible further
processing is allowed, and requires the MEnt to conduct
an assessment of compatibility between the initial
collection purpose and the new purpose(s).
MEnts only process personal data that are necessary for
their processing purposes. The amount of data, types of
data and data retention period are tailored to the MEnts’
processing purposes.
MEnts have processes to record the source of personal
data and to provide data subjects the right to rectify their
data.
MEnts define an appropriate retention period for
personal data, prior to the collection and processing.
Personal data are not stored for longer than is necessary
to achieve the MEnts’ processing purposes (they are
deleted or anonymised).
MEnts ensure appropriate security when processing
personal data and take measures to protect the data
against unauthorised or unlawful processing, accidental
loss, destruction or damage
MEnts address data subjects’ requests free of charge and
within the one-month deadline provided in the GDPR,
unless extending the deadline is justified.
MEnts have privacy policies/notices in place. Privacy
policies include all the information required under Arts.
13 & 14 of the GDPR, are easily accessible and drafted in
a concise and intelligible language.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to obtain
access to their personal data and to obtain a free copy.
MEnts have processes to filter out information concerning
other persons (not related to the data subject making an
access request), so as to ensure that the rights and
freedoms of other persons are not affected by an access
request.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to either
rectify directly the personal data MEnts hold on them or
to request the rectification of inaccurate data.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to request the
erasure their personal data if a condition of Art. 17
applies. MEnts also have processes to securely delete
personal data from both live and back-up systems when
they receive a request.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to request the
restriction of processing where one of the grounds of Art.
18(1) GDPR applies.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to receive their
personal data in a commonly used electronic form (if
processing is based on ‘consent’ or ‘contract’).
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to object to
the processing carried out on the basis of ‘legitimate
interests’. MEnts no longer process the data unless there
are compelling grounds for the processing which override

MENT- LR29

GDPR, Art. 21

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR30

GDPR, Art. 30

Entry Questionnaire

MENT- LR31

GDPR, Art. 28

Entry Questionnaire

MENT- LR32

GDPR, Art. 28

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR33

GDPR, Art. 30

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR34

GDPR, Art. 33

Entry Questionnaire

MENT-LR35

e-Privacy Dir, Art.
5(3),GDPR, Art. 2(11)

Entry Questionnaire/WP5

MENT-LR36

e-Privacy Dir, Art. 5(3) Entry Questionnaire/WP3

the rights and interests of the data subject who objects to
the processing.
MEnts have processes enabling individuals to object to
processing of their data for direct marketing purposes
(e.g. offer an unsubscribe link/button). After receiving an
objection request, MEnts ensure that personal data are no
longer processed for marketing purposes.
MEnts keep records of processing activities. All
information required under Art. 30(1) is documented in
the records.
MEnts entrusting any of their processing activities to data
processors ensure that they sign a Data Processing
Agreement with such processors, before the processing
begins. The Data Processing Agreement includes all the
information and clauses required under Art. 28(3) of the
GDPR.
MEnts ensure that they only use processors providing
sufficient guarantees to implement appropriate technical
and organisational measures and comply with the GDPR.
Data is not transferred to processors outside the EU
unless one of the conditions for international transfers in
Chapter V of the GDPR is met.
MEnts implement organisational and technical security
measures that are appropriate to the risk of their
processing activities.
MEnts have processes to identify personal data breaches
and notified their data protection supervisory authority
MEnts with a website/app require consent before they
place cookies on the user’s terminal (for the types of
cookies for which consent is needed – e.g. analytics,
advertising). Consent is obtained through an affirmative
act of the user. There is mechanism allowing users to optout at any time to the use of cookies
MEnts have a cookie policy in their websites/apps. Cookie
policy includes all information on types of cookies placed
and purpose of use.

Table 10 Legal requirements for compliance report

3.2.- Roles and Use Cases
3.2.1.- Roles
In the platform there will be defined two types of roles:
a)

User. The user can register with an email address and a password. The complexity of the
password will be 8 alphanumeric characters. The following identifying data will be
requested:
•

Company name

•

Company address

•

CIF

•

Phone

•

Email address

•

Description of the business activity

The above data is requested for use during the preparation of legal recommendations and
information clauses.
The user will have a self-management panel to change the password, and to delete the
information provided during the entry questionnaire.
b)

Admin. It will be created for the management of the users registered in the platform. It
will be available to modify and delete users. When deleting a user, the information
associated with it will also be deleted.

3.2.2.- Use Cases
The user registers on the platform
To register the user must enter a valid email address and a password. The user will receive an email
containing an access link to the email address with which he/she has registered.
The user authenticates on the platform
This action happens the first time the user has to access through the access link. The user will access
the platform using the email address and password that he/she entered during the registration
process.
The user receives a questionnaire
Once authenticated when starting the platform, a questionnaire will be displayed. In case the user
has the questionnaire in process of execution, the platform will show where the user left the last
session and how to continue with it.
The user can answer the questionnaire
The user, once is correctly identified in the platform, will be able to answer the questionnaire
choosing the test type answers that will appear as he/she answers.
The user can upload different types of files to the platform
The Soft solution analyses the files that the company uploads to the platform during the execution
of the questionnaire.
The user can download a local connector to analyse their own databases
The user will have available a connector through which the MEnts’ data base will be linked. The
connector will generate a file that will be uploaded to the platform to be analysed by the module
resulting from WP4.
The user can consult the reports partially or totally
The user will be able to check the reports that will be generated from each module once the
information and answers have been finalized and analysed. Once the entire questionnaire is
completed, a final report will be created that will include the results of all the modules.
The user can export the final report in pdf format

The final report will be available for the users for a maximum of 30 days to visualise or download it
in PDF format. The user will have the option to delete the report and his/her account.
The platform will send an email to the user once the final report has been generated
As some of the modules will require more runtime than others to process the information and to
give the partial analysis, for gathering the compiled report with the final result, the platform will
inform the user by email that the report is available for consultation.

3.3.- User Interface
The following images show some screenshots of the first version of the user interface: Log in, Sign
up and Entry Questionnaire pages.

Figure 6 Log in Mockup

Figure 7 Sign up Mockup

Figure 8 Questionnaire form Mockup (I)

Figure 9 Questionnaire form Mockup (II)

4.- SMOOTH API
This section describes in tables the main end-points of the different Smooth web services

4.1.- Authentication Service
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /api/auth/signup
POST Request used for registration
Request Body

Name
username

Description
Username used by the user to access the platform. It must be a fictitious name.

password

Password to enter the system
Response

Name
success

Description
Informs about the registration result (true/false)

message

Add information about the registration result
Example

Method/URL [POST] /api/auth/signup
Header

Content-Type: application/json
{
“username”: “user_1”,
“password”: “my_secure_password_1”

Body
}

{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “User registered successfully”
Response

}
{
"success": false,
"message": "Username is already taken"
}
Table 11 Sign up endpoint

Method/URL
Description

[POST] /api/auth/signin
POST Request used for user log in
Request Body

Name
username

Description
Username used by the user to access the platform

password

Password to enter the system
Response Body

Name

Description
JWT authentication token. The clients will send this JWT token in the Authorization header
accessToken
of all the requests to access any protected resources.
tokenType

Token Type. Any client in possession of a bearer token (a "bearer") can use it to get access
to its associated resources
Example

Method/URL [POST] /api/auth/signin
Header

Content-Type: application/json
{
“username”: “user_1”,
“password”: “my_secure_password_1”

Body
}
{

"accessToken":"eyJhbGci...v2df9w",
Response
"tokenType": "Bearer"
}
Table 12 Sign in endpoint

Method/URL
Description

[POST] /api/auth/logout
POST Request used for user log out
Response Body

Name
success

Description
Informs about the registration result (true/false)

message

Add information about the registration result
Example

Method/URL [POST] /api/auth/logout
Header
Authoriozation: Bearer <accessToken>
Body
Response
{

“success”: “true”,
“message”: “User logged out successfully”
}
Table 13 Log out endpoint

4.2.- Questionnaire Service
Method/URL
Description

[GET] /questionnaire/{uniqueUserId}/user?lang={langCode}
Get Questionnaire for a given user Id
Path and Request Param

Name
uniqueUserId
lang

Description
Unique User Id
Language code
Response Body

Name
id
question
answer
type
values
value
nextQuestion

Description
Question Id
Question Description
Answer Object
Type of Answer [text, number, combo, radio Button]
List of answers
Answer Description
Id of the next question if current answer is selected
Example

Method/URL
Header

Response

[GET] /questionnaire/{uniqueUserId}/user
Authoriozation: Bearer <accessToken>
Content-type: application/json
{
“questionnaire” : [
{
“id” : 1,
“question” : “Question number 1?”
“answer” : {
“type” : “combo”,
“values”: [
{
“value”: “Option 1”,
“nextQuestion”: 5
},
{
“value”: “Option 2”,
“nextQuestion”: 3
}
]
}
},
{
“id” : 2,
“question” : “Question number 2?”

“answer” : {
“type” : “radioButton”,
“values”: [
{
“value”: “Yes”,
“nextQuestion”: 4
},
{
“value”: “No”,
“nextQuestion”: 7
}
]
}
},
]
}
Table 14 Get Questionnaire endpoint
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /questionnaire/{uniqueUserId}/user
Save Questionnaire for a given user Id
Request Body

Name
id

Description
Unique User Id
Response Body

Name
id
question
answer

Description
Question Id
Question Description
Answer Value
Example

Method/URL
Header

Response

[GET] /questionnaire/{uniqueUserId}/user
Authoriozation: Bearer <accessToken>
Content-type: application/json
{
“questionnaire” : [
{
“id” : 1,
“answer” : “Option 1”
},
{
“id” : 2,
“answer” : “Yes”
}
}
Table 15 Save Questionnaire endpoint

4.3.- Result Work-flow Service
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /file
POST Request used for uploading files to the platform
Request Body

Name

Description
The body of the message consists of one or more sections, each part starting with two
dashes (--) followed by the boundary text. After the last section, to signal the end of the
multipart/form-data message, the boundary is added again.
Response Body

Name
success

Description
Informs about the upload process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the upload process result
Example

Method/URL [POST] /file
Authoriozation: Bearer <accessToken>
Header
Content-type: multipart/form-data;boundary="MyBoundary"
--MyBoundary
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="fileName" filename="fileName.docx"

Body
--MyBoundary--

{
"success":"true",
"message":"File uploaded successfully"

Response
}

Table 16 File upload endpoint

The following end-points are used for retrieving the results generated by the different modules
SMOOTEXT
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smootext/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMOOTEXT
Request Body

Name
Description
Unique Identifier of the Ment
mentId
report_session_ID A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
Unique Identifier of the document
documentId

annotations
section
elementType
elementId
score

List of annotations
Test where the annotation is detected
Type of the element detected, obtained from the catalogue developed in task 2.1
Concrete element detected, obtained from the catalogue developed in task 2.1
Probability that the given text belongs to the detected element.
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the upload process result (true/false)
Add information about the upload process result
Example

Method/URL [POST] /smootext/result
Content-Type: application/json
Header
{
"mentId" : "6183ad62-199d-11e9-ab14-d663bd873d93",
"report_session_ID ": “d663bd873d93-199d-11e9-ab14-6183ad62” ,
"documentId" : "7183bd62-121o-11a9-nf76-d736bd845d88",
"annotations" : [
{
“section” : “this is an example of text section”,
“elementType” : “purpose.of.personal.data”,
“elementId” : "45183bd62-654o-77b2-nf87-d835bd855d11",
“score” : 95
Body

},
{
“section”: “this is another example of text section”,
“elementType” : “right.to.withdraw.consent”,
“elementId” : “45183bd62-654o-77b2-nf87-d835bd855d12”,
“score” : 87
}
]
}
{
"success":"true",
"message":"Results correctly saved"

Response
}

Table 17 Smootext endpoint

SMOODATA
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smoodata/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMOODATA
Request Body

Name
mentId

Description
Identifier of the Ment

report_session_ID A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
identified

List of personal data types identified in the MENT database

suspiciuos

List of suspicious data types in the MENT database to be manually checked by the
user since they may contain sensitive data.
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the upload process result (true/false)
Add information about the upload process result
Example

Method/URL
Header

Body

Response

[POST] /smoodata/result
Content-Type: application/json
{
"mentId" : "6183ad62-199d-11e9-ab14-d663bd873d93",
"report_session_ID ": “d663bd873d93-199d-11e9-ab14-6183ad62” ,
"identified" : [
"Name and Surname",
"Telephone Number",
"E-mail"
],
"suspicious" : {
"health" : [
"Table"
],
"images" : [
"Table Users -> column ‘UserPic’"
]
}
}
{
"success":"true",
"message":"Results correctly saved"
}
Table 18 Smoodata endpoint

SMONLINE-WEBSITE
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smolinewebsite/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMOLINE-WEBSITE
Request Body

Name
mentId

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

report_session_ID A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT

third_parties

List of third parties present in the website including the following information: name,
list of cookies, website category and whether it is a permanent or dynamic third-party.
For each cookie we will include its name/ID. Note that some third parties may not use
cookies but still be present in the website in that case the filed list of cookies will be
empty.

Info_to_users

It is a Boolean field which confirms whether the website offers information regarding
the use of third-party domains present in the website. 1 means the website is showing
users the information, 0 means we could not detect anywhere users are informed of
the presence of third parties, thus avoiding the right of the user of opting out or not
visiting the website
Response Body

Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the upload process result (true/false)
Add information about the upload process result
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smolinewebsite/result
Content-Type: application/json
{
“mentId”: “6183ad62-199d-11e9-ab14-d663bd873d93”,
"report_session_ID ": “d663bd873d93-199d-11e9-ab14-6183ad62” ,
“thirdparties”: [
{
“name”: “TP1 name”,

Body

“category” : “TP1 category”,
“permanent”: 0,
“cookie_list”: [“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”, … ,“CookieN”]
},
{
“name”: “TP2 name”,

“category” : “TP2 category”,
“permanent”: 1,
“cookie_list”: [“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”, … ,“CookieN”]
},
...
...
...
{
“name” : “TPN name”,
“category” : “TPN category”,
“permanent”: 0,
“cookie_list” : [“Cookie1”, “Cookie2”,…, “CookieN”]
}
],
“Info_to_Users”: 1
}
{
"success":"true",
"message":"File uploaded successfully"

Response
}

Table 19 Smoline-website endpoint

SMONLINE-MOBILEAPP
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smolinemobileapp/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMOLINE-MOBILEAPP
Request Body

Name
mentId

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

report_session_ID A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
metadata
leaks
third_parties
flows
Response Body
Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the upload process result (true/false)
Add information about the upload process result
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonlinemobileapp/result
Content-Type: application/json
{
“mentId”: “6183ad62-199d-11e9-ab14-d663bd873d93”,
"report_session_ID ": “d663bd873d93-199d-11e9-ab14-6183ad62” ,

Body

"metadata":{
"package_name":"",
"app_version":"",
"update_date":"",
"crawltime":"",
"app_name":"",
"category":"",
"description":"",
"installs":"",
"developer":"",
"developer_mail":"",
"developer_url":"",
"rating":"",
"contains_ads":"",
"in_app_purchases":"",
"maturity":"",
"privacypolicy":"",
"price":""
},
"leaks":{
"leak_type":"",
"destination":"",
"encryption":"",
"dst_ip":"",
"dst_port":""

},
"third_parties":{
"domain":"",
"parent":"",
"type":""
},
"flows":{
"fqdn":"",
"ip":"",
"protocol":"",
"port":"",
"http_headers":""
}
}
{
"success":"true",
"message":"File uploaded successfully"

Response
}

Table 20 Smoline-webapp endpoint

SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlineadv/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Request Body

Name
Description
mentId
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
report_session_ID A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
The url that the MENT has defined in the entry questionnaires. In case of multiple urls,
Menturl
this call will be made multiple times, one for each url.
List of the involved intermediate parties present behind each advertisement served in
Intermparties
the website.
A percentage which indicates the possibility of the website to host advertisements that
auditing_score
targets the user based – indication of OBA.
Response Body
Name
success
message

Description
Informs about the call process result (true/false)
Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonline/result
Content-Type: application/json
{

Body
“mentid”: “AB315D5E”,

“report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“url”: “www.menturl1.com”,
“Intermparties”:
{
“name”: “ip1”,
“name” : “ip2”,
…
},
“auditing_score”: 45}
}
{
“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly reported”

Response
}

Table 21 Smoline-advertising endpoint

